The Spark Series, available in six colors, brings accessible design to any space, indoors or out.

Spark Series
™

Red
01

Blue
02

Citron
03

Light Grey
04

Dark Grey
05

Recycled Black
06

An award winning series of stacking side and lounge chairs by Don Chadwick, Spark brings people together to
spark conversation, ideas and imagination. The series includes a four-leg side chair and a sled-base lounge chair,
both of which stack 6-high on the floor and 10-high on the Spark dolly.
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Spark Series

Light. Sturdy. Colorful.
The Spark Series of stacking side and lounge chairs brings a spark of energy to every space with its bright
colors and unique personality. A perfect balance of design and innovation, the chairs are pleasing to the eye,
comfortable and efficient for general purpose use, stacking and storage.
Designed by Don Chadwick.

An optional upholstered seat pad adds comfort, texture and pattern. Seat pad, shown above from left to right, in Knoll Hopsack, Celery;
Knoll Hopsack, Navy; Knoll Felt, Poppy; and Ricochet, Oyster. On the cover, seat pad shown in Chroma, Iris, and Knoll Felt, Poppy.

Knoll Office Seating
Designed for Performance
·	Made using an innovative co-injection molding process that delivers light, sturdy and
easy-to-clean chairs for corporate, healthcare, education, retail and restaurant
environments
·	Waterproof, UV-protected, reinforced polypropylene approved for indoor and outdoor
use (non-upholstered)
·	Side and lounge chairs stack 6-high on the floor and 10-high on the Spark dolly,
whether non-upholstered or with the optional seat pad
·	Wall-saver design, integral glides and stacking spacers protect finishes
·	Side and lounge chairs in Recycled Black use up to 40% recycled content
·	GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®
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Spark Lounge

With its lower, wider and deeper seat, the lounge chair, shown at top with a Dividends HorizonTM Low X Base table,
is4CSDN
intended for collaborative use, such as4CLGN
in communal spaces and activity areas.

Spark Side

Spark Lounge

The Spark dolly, far left, stores and transports side or lounge chairs. It features handles that act as bumpers
to cushion the chairs and four locking casters for secure storage.
The translucent ganging device, left, connects Spark side chairs in a row for use in auditoriums and
multifunction spaces.

The side chair contours are comfortable for upright, attentive postures, such as those in guest, conference, training and café applications.

